
window & door furniture

The market for doors and windows 
appears to be steady to positive for most 
players in this category but the uptake 
for electronic options is still in the early 
stages. So what is behind this reluctance 
and is it justified? Jess Brunette reports.

Market up for 
growth but it’s still 
early doors for digital

DOORS AND WINDOWS seem to be steady. Th e next stage in 
the Christchurch rebuild and the Auckland property boom are 
beginning to pay off  for many in the business. And while there are 
many exciting technologies on the market, uptake of electronic door 
locks is still at a very early stage with mechanical locks remaining 
the bread and butter for many of the industry players I spoke to.

Electronic locks may not be mainstream here quite yet – but 
they are coming along. I asked LSC’s Pat Quinn about the level of 
saturation for electronic options in New Zealand at the moment: 
“It is very minor at the moment but it is an area that is ripe for 
expansion. 

“People are reluctant to change what they’ve got to something new 
and the growth is more likely to occur in new builds and housing 
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developments where default systems would now be an electronic 
lock rather than a key lock.”

EARLY DOORS FOR DIGITAL?
Allegion’s Jeff  Bennett agrees that while the shift to electronics 
is taking off  globally the New Zealand market is still in the early 
days of taking up this technology: “Globally the electronic trend 
continues to be a growing market sector as people want the benefi ts 
that electronics products provide. So that’s something which we 
are focused on as a business and is something that New Zealand is 
slowly adopting but I guess we all have a smartphone in our pockets 
now so a defi nite trend toward digital is in place.”

Murray Baber from Baber Lock & Key also sees a natural 
progression toward electronic options where, as with many 
technologies that have started prohibitively expensive, electronic 
locks have started hitting similar price points to their more 
traditional counterparts.

“Th e market has been about 80% mechanical but I see that is 
going to gradually come down so maybe mechanical will make up 

60% in the next fi ve years,” Baber says. “Mechanical has always been 
a lot lower in price at a retail level but our electronic models are now 
getting a lot closer to the price of mechanical. 

“Historically, electronic has been pretty much left with specialists 
but the lower pricing now means that it will open itself up more to 
the DIYers and some electronics models are now fairly quick and 
easy to install for a refi t situation.”

Despite a general consensus in the industry that a more 
widespread uptake of electronic locks is inevitable, the current retail 
market for these products can be challenging, with at least one 
major retailer reporting extremely low sales in this area in 2013.

ASSA ABLOY’s Philip Gale feels that while there may be some 
reservations about new technology when something like security is 

INSTANT EXPERT – 
WINDOW & DOOR FURNITURE
• With the new home market taking off, the market for window 

& door furniture is following suit.

• Early adopters may be taking an interest in electronic locking 

options but the mainstream remains to be convinced.

• Elements of trust and risk are the heart of this ambivalence.

• Still, as they always say, you have to be in to win, so there 

is leading edge product out there for the consumer to be 

informed about. 
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at stake, a proactive approach is needed to bring consumers round to 
the benefi ts of electronic options.

“We’ve seen an absolute upsurge in demand for digital front door 
locks, certainly through the OEM side of the business, and we have 
seen that demand from the customers increase dramatically over 
the last two years. And if you take our stand at the Home Show as a 
measure, interest was almost exclusively in the electronic products,” 
Gale explains. 

“So I think the retailers need to be aware there actually is a 
good demand for this product. Some of the retailers have just put 
electronic door locks in their range and they do see there is a growth 
potential there. But it really comes down to having a good quality 
digital door lock off ering, not a cheap and nasty one, because like 
with most electronic devices you will pay in the future for it.”

LOOK BUT DON’T TOUCH
Even greater convenience with touchless and keyless options could 
be another weapon in the development of the electronic lock here. 
Part of this is the massive uptake of smartphones in recent years has 
created opportunities for NFC technology to be implemented into 
locking systems.

Despite some initial concerns, contactless payment options have 
seen good uptake and the convenience of not having to put in a pin, 
swipe or sign has obvious crossover to the home market, where not 
having to tap in a code, or fumble with a key when your shopping 
bags are getting heavy, has strong appeal.

Indeed, GD Rutter’s Nick Rutter explains that, although the 
company has tended to stay away from keypads and electronic locks, 
the benefi ts that NFC and smartphone interaction has to off er the 
category have it looking to expand into this area.

“Th e disadvantage with keypads is that they sit on the outside of 
the door and, with New Zealand conditions and not being able to 
control what doors they are put into you run the risk of the warranty 
being voided because the door has a groove running down it and the 
weather gets in. NFC on the other hand has no moving parts on the 
outside, and it’s less likely that moisture will get in as they are a fully 
sealed unit,” Rutter says.

ASSA ABLOY is also looking at NFC, says Philip Gale: “NFC is 
absolutely the direction the market is going. Th e demand is there 
and New Zealanders move pretty fast with that stuff .”

Over at Allegion, Jeff  Bennett feels that a little patience is needed 
to see what technology will be most prevalent in the market: “We 
currently have a lock that works with systems that can integrate into 
smartphones in the residential sector and globally we are working 

Come 
home with Sylvan
For a touch of class GD Rutter has added 6 new models to its 

range of Sylvan architectural door handles with modern 

styling designed to be easily installed without compromising 

on quality. Models are available in satin chrome and satin nickel 

plated, are suitable for door thicknesses of 30-45mm and have 

backsets adjustable to 60 or 70mm.

For more information on the extensive range of door and 

cabinet hardware that GD Rutter offers, check out the website.

www.sylvan.co.nz  

Salto’s wireless wonder
New to the Salto range of wireless networked door solutions is 

the AElement wireless doorlock system with RFID technology 

for elegant, stylish and discreet no touch security solutions 

ideal for hotels, small businesses or residential use. At any 

time users can choose “wireless ready mode” for a standalone 

wireless solution, or “wireless online” mode for use within Salto’s 

networked wireless solutions that gives you complete control 

over multiple entrances in a building without the need for 

expensive or diffi cult wiring.

s.barber@saltosystems.com

www.saltosystems.com.au

backsets adjustable to 60 or 70mm.

For more information on the extensive range of door and 

cabinet hardware that GD Rutter offers, check out the website.

www.sylvan.co.nz  

Come 
home with Sylvan
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“People are reluctant to change what 
they’ve got to something new and 
the growth is more likely to occur in 
new builds and housing developments 
where default systems would now be an 
electronic lock rather than a key lock”



Combining high security with contemporary slim design, 
the YDM3212, is the latest keyless solution added to the 
Yale Digital Door Lock Collection – Smarter Solutions for 
your home. 

Main features:
• 1 PIN code from 4 to 12 digits
• Up to 20 proximity card keys can be programmed
• Illuminated smart touchpad
• Automatic locking mode
• Tamper alarm and wrong code protection
• Missing card invalidation
• Anti-panic egress
• Low battery indicator and emergency power supply
• Optional Remote Control
• Available in Gloss Black or Wine Red

Ideal for residential applications, the Yale YDM3212 has 
been developed for the discerning individual seeking the 
very latest in convenience, functionality and style. 

For further information contact our Customer Services 
Team on (09)415 7888 or visit www.yalelock.co.nz/ddl

Yale Digital Door Lock
Smarter Solutions for your home
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Yale to the chief
ASSA ABLOY has added to its Yale Digital Door Lock Collection 

with the release of the Yale Digital Door Lock YDM3212. This 

new keyless solution combines high security with contemporary 

slim design in a black and brushed nickel fi nish ideal for 

residential consumers The YDM3212 also gives the option of a 

proximity card function for those who like to come and go at 

top speed. Features a smart touchpad, anti-panic egress, break-in 

damage alarm and operation status notifi cation.

www.yalelock.co.nz/ddl

Security with style
The Locksmith Supply Company 

(LSC) has a treat for increasingly 

security conscious New Zealand home 

owners. The Borg 2000 series digital 
mechanical lock is a streamlined and 

elegant modern security solution and 

comes in a satin chrome fi nish for 

internal installations and an external 

grade polished chrome fi nish for 

front doors, gates, sheds and other 

outdoor areas. Features include 60mm 

anti-thrust tubular latch (70mm also 

available) 12mm bolt projection and 

easy code change procedure.

Like all Borg locks, the 2000 series 

is British designed, engineered and 

manufactured to extremely high 

quality control standards, is simple 

to install and comes complete with 

installation templates, extended 

screws and latch drivers for extra thick 

doors.

www.lsc.com.au
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Ph: 09 368 4802, Fax: 09 489 3641
Email: sales@bablock.co.nz 

Website: www.baberlocknkey.co.nz

Carbine
Window Security

BLK Catalogue and price list available by email
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This product has been 
designed speci� cally for the residential 
market. It is easy to install, high quality, 
reliable and yet a� ordable. CDL-SL8SS

The new Carbine 
Electronic Lock has 
just arrived!!

Carbine
Door Security

Ph: 09 368 4802, Fax: 09 489 3641

NEW

has a huge fl ow through to multiple aspects.” 
LSC’s Pat Quinn feels that, while NFC and similar touchless 

technologies are simply a natural progression for this space, it’s not 
a new idea. “We were looking at electronic access control systems 
about 3-4 years ago that you could work through a cellphone and 
smartphones now have apps that will operate certain systems – we are 
well aware of them and are agents for a couple of products already. 

“So this trend is as natural as computer development – just a 
normal progression through new technology – and you could say 
that within fi ve years, all new houses and housing development may 
have locking systems that are accessible from your smartphone or 
whatever device is available and that’s just the way technology is 
going now.”

on devices that work with NFC and smartphone capability that will 
be coming through here soon. But that space is changing minute by 
minute and it hasn’t really hit yet,” he says.

“For example Apple hasn’t enabled NFC on their phones globally 
so, while you still have Android which is a massive part of the 
market, Apple is still sitting there. Th e iPhone 5S didn’t have NFC 
in it but the 6S is rumoured to have it and October is when they are 
looking to launch. 

“And I think the point at which we see NFC capable and 
compatible products coming to market, not just in our space but 
across the industry, will be once Apple launches NFC. And I imagine 
there are a number of companies waiting for that to happen because 
all of a sudden it’s a mass market that is all on the same protocol and 
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BUT IS IT SAFE?
While a distrust of modern technology is sometimes warranted, Salto 
Systems’ Scott Barber points out that often one advance in technology 
is needed to counter another if it is used for nefarious purposes. 

Th e recent development of 3D digitisers – which enable an object 
(like a mechanical key) to be scanned in 3 dimensions producing 
a 3D CAD model that can be used with a 3D printer to make a 
physical copy – is of particular concern to Barber.

“Th e worry I have is the misuse of technology regarding 3D 
digitisers and printers as I have worked with the police in security 
and seen how criminals operate. So you really need more than just 
mechanical keys these days, especially for sensitive materials.”

Barber explains that one of Salto’s most popular products uses a 
combination of mechanical keys with security chips built in to cover 
security bases in small to large business set-ups.

Over at ASSA ABLOY, Philip Gale also feels that a solution off ering 
a hybrid of mechanical and digital technologies is an excellent way to 
transition residential consumers over to an electronic option. “In the 
past there’s been a lack of trust in battery powered electronic products 
to provide you security but now the quality in the products has come 
so far and it’s really proven itself,” he says.

“Th ere is also a concern that the battery will go fl at so we have 
always made sure that the locks we have brought into the market 
have either had a battery or key over rides or both. Also popular is 
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Safety in numbers
The new Carbine Electrical Digital Lock is now available 

from Baber Lock & Key with a raft of features that should turn 

the heads of residential consumers. With key and numerical 

security options this is the perfect way to offer peace of mind to 

residential consumers who want the benefi ts of digital locks but 

want to hold onto the trusted security of a key option as well. 

Features include easy DIY installation and operation, fi eld 

changeable handing, convenient keyless code entry for outside, 

secure key override, passage mode via internal turn button, master 

code and up to 100 individual user codes and a low battery 

warning light and tone. Security is always the priority however and 

the Carbine Electrical Digital Lock has a 6 pin cylinder keyed to a 5 

pin key to keep out undesirables, while 400,000 cycle and moisture 

and salt spray testing means it will last the distance in whatever 

weather New Zealand can throw at it.

www.baberlocknkey.co.nz
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Ph: + 64 9 444 5359
Free Fax: 0800 4795826
Email: sales@gdrutter.co.nz
Website: www.sylvan.co.nz

ARCHITECTURAL DOOR 
AND CABINET HARDWARE

• Operation key from outside, 
thumb turn inside.

• Designed to match Sylvan’s 
Oakland Newton and Aspen 
lever handle designs.

• Hardened steel roller in bolt.

• Backsets: 60 or 70mm.

• Door thickness: 
35-50mm.

• Concealed screw fi xing.

• Operation key from outside, • Operation key from outside, 

• Designed to match Sylvan’s 
Oakland Newton and Aspen 

• Hardened steel roller in bolt.• Hardened steel roller in bolt.

EDB6.SCP

EDB5.SNP

SINGLE 
CYLINDER 
DEADBOLTS

E39ET.SCP

• Functions: entrance, bathroom, passage and dummy trim.

• Door thickness: 30-45mm.

• Backset: adjustable 60 or 70mm.

• Finishes: Newton & Aspen – satin chrome plated. Oakland 
– satin nickel plated.

• Dummy trims can be modifi ed back to back for use on 
french doors.

TUBULAR 
LEVERSETS

E46ET.SNP

Oakland

Newton
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multiple ways of opening the door so you can use a key, a card, or 
punch in a code so it suits every person’s requirements.”

While big box retail hasn’t seen the best results from consumers 
last year, Philip Gale has seen significant interest in the electronic 
options on the Yale website which could be attributed to the wide 
amount of background information that consumers may not always 
get on the shop floor.

“I would say that some consumers may not be finding a complete 
solution and a lot of them are starting to go online as it gives you a 
good rundown on the product and the specs on it. So now we are 

getting a lot of interest on our Yale website with consumers looking 
at out digital door lock options and we can see this in the amount of 
visits but also the amount of enquiries on who is stocking them and 
what the best option for them might be. So we can see that we will be 
releasing more of the products in that line because of the demand for 
it,” Gale says.

So while there are plenty of reasons for Kiwis to upgrade their 
safety options it sounds like new houses will be the ones where 
the big changes occur and change the average Kiwi’s perception of 
electronic security solutions across the board. 

Eventually perhaps word of mouth will filter through to the 
refurbishment sector as well? We may just have to wait and see.  

On the spot security
A unique spot of the security market that has seen limited 

coverage is standalone personal alarms like the ones 

manufactured by Doberman Security. Doberman’s Kate Jakobi 
explains that, since the security brand started being stocked in 

New Zealand Bunnings stores in the latter half of 2013, she has 

seen significant interest from groups with very specific needs. 

“Doberman products have had quite a lot of interest from 

some for the community groups that work with older people 

because there’s been quite a bit in the media about things that 

have happened with that group,” she explains. 

Jakobi feels that personal alarms of this nature can either 

complement an existing networked alarm system or address 

areas and concerns they don’t cover.

“They are a very simple and very easy solution for anyone to 

install. In the past you often spent over $1000 for an alarm so it 

just gives another opportunity to do something a lot cheaper. 

“And even for people who already have an alarm system in 

their house, just the fact that you can leave these things on when 

you are sitting at home during the day or when you sleep at 

night without setting them off when you walk around the house 

is a big positive because our alarms sit on doors and windows 

and work off them actually being opened.”

www.dobermanproducts.co.nz

“The market has been about 80% 
mechanical but I see that is going to 
gradually come down so maybe mechanical 
will make up 60% in the next 5 years”
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